**Does exercise therapy reduce symptoms and improve function in persons with temporomandibular joint internal derangement (with or without reduction)?**

To answer this question, we performed a comprehensive search of the PubMed database (April 2010) for randomized, controlled trials and systematic reviews that addressed this specific research question.

Three studies met the criteria for inclusion in this review, comparing self-care including: exercise to splint therapy (1); exercise to no treatment (2); and exercise and NSAIDs to no treatment (4). Two additional studies comparing exercise therapy to no treatment were reviewed, although the subjects were not randomized; instead, a waiting period prior to the start of treatment served as the control (3,5).

Studies included subjects diagnosed with anterior disc displacement with reduction (ADDWR; 2,5), without reduction (ADDWOR; 3,4), or both (1). The duration of treatments ranged from 2-4 wks (4) to 12 months (1). The outcomes evaluated included pain, function or symptoms (e.g., jaw clicking).

Truelove et al concluded that self-care, including stretching exercise, was equally effective to hard or soft splint use for improvement in pain and function (1). Among patients with painless jaw clicking and ADDWR, Yoda et al found that a therapeutic exercise performed daily for 3 months resulted in a significantly greater proportion of patients with no clicking or only occasional clicking (2). Yuasa et al found that NSAIDs and daily exercises significantly improved maximal mouth opening and interference with daily life but did not significantly change pain (4). In this study, both the treatment and control groups showed significant reductions in self-reported pain.

Nicolakis et al conducted two non-randomized studies evaluating the effectiveness of exercise and other therapies (e.g., relaxation, posture correction) among those with (5) and without (3) reduction. In both studies, a significantly greater proportion of those receiving treatment rated their change in pain and function higher than those not receiving treatment (3,5).

Based on this review, the inclusion of exercise therapy may improve outcomes for patients with TMD, however the majority studies utilized a combination of treatments (1,3,4,5).
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